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My name is Sophia the Sturgeon. Let me tell you a little bit about myself. I live 
right here in the Gulf Coast where the Pensacola Bay Bridge is being built. 

Hello, Jr. Design team!



 My family has lived in this water for millions of years! 



My family travels to live in the river for the spring.  

But we LOVE living in the Gulf during the winter; the food 

is REALLY good and that’s when we eat the most. Some of  

my favorite things to eat are shrimp, worms, and crabs! 



If you see me or any of my family, you 

don’t have to be scared that we’ll bite you. 

We don’t have any teeth!



Sometimes, to communicate,  

we jump in and out of the water, and we 

grow to be over 200 pounds!



A few years ago, we found out that a new bridge was going to be built here in the Gulf.  

My parents were nervous at first, but the FDOT hired my “Aunt Stella” and her other 

friends who live in the Gulf to help construct the bridge. The FDOT really cares about us 

and wants to make sure that we can continue to live here forever! They have taken steps 

to make sure that we will be happy and safe during and after the building process.



The FDOT made sure to do work on 
the piles while we were away on 
our summer vacation. Doing the 

work while we were gone ensured 
that we are not harmed at all. 



Now, my entire family is happy that the bridge is being built.  
We are willing to help in any way we can.



You can help us too! Make sure that you keep up with 

what’s going on with the construction.



You can also make sure that you NEVER 
throw trash in the water! That will hurt 
all of us who live in the water. Your 
trash doesn’t just disappear. It stays 
with us for a LONG time!



My mom is calling me! 
It’s time for dinner. 
Hope to see you  

again soon! 
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